
Syllabus for Screening test for the post of

Masters/Mistress of various subjects.

For The post of Masters/Mistress Difficulty

Level of the Questions will be of

Graduation Level.
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^ SYLLABUS F'ORMATHEMATICAL SCIENCES (TCT I

Matrices & Determinant:

Concept, notation, order, equality, types of matrices, zero matrix, Uanspose of a matrix, symmetric

and skew symmetric matricis. Addition, multiplication and scalar multiplicatioa_of matrioes,simple

properties of addition, multiplication and scalar multiplication. Non-oommutativity of multiplication
-of 

matrices and existence ofnon-zero matrices whose product is the zero matrix (restrict to square

mafrices oforder 2). Concept of elementary row and column operations. Invertible matrices and

proofofthe uniqueness of inverse, if it exists'

Determinant of a square matrix (up to 3[3matrices), properties of determinants, minors, cofactors

and applications of determinants in finding the area of a triangle-

Adjoint and inverse ofa square matrix. consistenoy, inconsistency and ttumber of solutions of
syJtem of linear equation by examples, solving system of linear equations in two or three variables

using inverse ofa inatrix. f&n< ana determinant of matrices, linear equations. Eigen values and eigen

vectors, Cayley-Hamilton theore

ElementarT set theory, Sets:

Sets-ets 
and their repr€sentations. Empty set, Finite & Inlinite sets, Equal sets. Subsets, Subsets ofthe set

of real numbers especially intervais twith notationO. Power set. Universal set. Venn diagrams' Union

and Interseotion ofsets. Iiifference of sets. Complement ofa set, Prop€rties of complement sets.

Some basio notation ofset theory, countable and uncountable sets. Supremum and infimum ofa set'

Elements ofpoint set theory inciuding properties ofopen, closed and oompact sets in

Sequence and series:

sequence and series, Arithmetic Progression (A.P), Arithmetic Mean (A.M), Geomefiic Progression

1G.'p), general term of a G.P, sum of n terms of a G.P . Arithmetic and Geometric series, infinite G.P.

and its sum. Geometric mean (G .M), rclation belvvs€n A'M and G'M' Sum to n term of the special

series 2n,.;n2 and 2n3 .Convergenoe,. Sequences and series offunctions, uniform convergence.

Binomial Theorem:

History, statement and proof ofthe binomial theorem for positive integral indices' Pascal'striangle'

g"n"J 
"rJ 

*ruale term in binomial expansion, simple applioations. Bolzano Weiers6ass theorem,

Heine Borel theorom.

Continuity and DifferentiabilitY:
c"rri*fiJ, r.ri"-t oontinuity. iontinuity and Differentiability, derivative.of c_omposite functions'

.f,uin tufi a".i*tive of inverse trigonometric functions, derivative of implicit function'

concepts ofexponential and logarithmio functions. Derivatives oflogex and ex, Logarithmic

differentiation. Derivative of functions expressed in parametric forms'
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'i Second order derivatives. Rolle's and Lagrange's Mean Value Theorems (without proof) and their

gecar8ic interpretations.

Applications of Derivatives:

Applications of derivatives: rate ofchange, increasing/decreasing funotions, tangents and.normal,

approximation, maxima and minima. simple problems (that illustrate basic prinoiples and

understanding ofthe subject as well as real life situations)'

Limib and Derivatives:

Derivative inhoduced as rate ofchange both as that of distance function and geometrically, intuitive

idea of limit. , limsup, liminf . Definition of derivative, relate it to slope of tangent of the. curve,

derivative of sum, difrerence, product and quotient of functions. Derivatives of polynomial and

trigonometic functions. Mean value theorem.

Integnls: Integration as inverse process ofdifferentiation. Integra.tion ofa variety of functions by

subriitution, uy-putti"l fraotions and by parts. Definite integrals as a limit of a sum' Fundamental

Theorem ofCatcutus, Basic properties of definite integrals and evaluation of definite integrals.

Double and Triple Integrals,-change ofvariables, Applications to ovaluation of areas, volume,

Cen11e of Gravity and Moments of Inertia etc. Change of order of integra.tion in double integrals

Dillerential Equations

Exact differential equations. First order and higher degree equations solvable 
^for.t 

y,p. Clairaufs

ior. *a ringut"r rolotio*. Geometrical meaning of a dilferential equation- Orthogonal

n".i."totio iio.ar differential equations with constant and.variable coefficients. Variation of
paiameters method, reduction method series solutions of differential equations. Power series

method, Bessel and Legendre equations. (only series solution)'

Vector spaces: Vectors and scalars, magritude and directio_n ofa vector. Direction cosineVratios of

vectors. iypes ofvectors (equal, unit, zJro, parallel and collinear vectors), position veotor ofa point,

negative ofi vector, components ofa vector, addition ofvectors, multiplication ofa.vector by a.;;lr, 
Gtil"ector of a point dividing a line segnent in a given ratio. Scalar (dot) product of

vectors, projection ofa vecior on a line.-Vector (cross) product ofvectors' scalar triple product'

Lincar Inequalities:

Linear inequalities, Algebraic solutions of linear inequalities in one variable and their representation

on tn outnur rio". Griphical solution of linear inequalities in two variables. solution of system of

linear inequalities in two variables - graphioally.

Subspaces, linear dependenoe, basis, dimension, algebra of linear transformations'

Stnight Lines :
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Briftrcall of 2-D from earlier classes, Shifting of origin. Slope of a line and angle between two

lines .Various forms of equations of u iin", puolltl to axes, point-slope form, slop-interce-pt form'

two-Doint form, intercept form and normal iorm, General equation of a line. Equation.of family of

iinr. p.*ing tf,iough the point of intersection of two lines. Distance ofa point from a line.

Conic Sections:

Sections ofa cone ; cfucles , ellipse , parabola, hyperbola ,a point , a straight |ine and a pair of

intr.r..tiog fi""r as a degenerated cab ofa 
"ooiC 

t"ction. Standard equations and simple properties

ofparaboli, ellipse and hyperbola. Standard equations ofa circle'

Introduction to Threedimensional Geometry:

Coordinate axes and ooordinate planes in three dimensions. Coordinates ofa point' Distance between

two points and section formula.

Threedimensional GeomehY:

Direction cosines/ratios of a line joining two points. cartesian and vector equation of a line, coplanar

and skew lines, shortest distanceLt*"in m6 lines. Cartesian and vector equation of a plane' Angle

Uetwecn ti) ttto lines, (ii) fwo planes, (iii) a line and a plane' Distance ofa point from a plane'

Compler Numbers and Quadratic Equations:

Need for complex numbers, esp€cially {-1, to be morivated by inability t9 solv: 
:I-e]l 

quadratic

"q""ti"". 
gririra"."ription oi i!"b.ai" prop"rti"r_of complex numbers, Argand plane andpolar

*f."r"ntrtion of .o.il.* no,o6,,. Staiement of fundamental Theorem of Algebra, solution of

qri"aoti. tq*tions in the complex number system' Square-root of a Complex number'

Alsebra of complex numbers, the complex plane, polynomials' power series' transcendental

fuiictions such as exponential' higonometric and hyperbolic functions'

Trigonometric Functions:

positive and negative angles. Measuring angles in radians and in degrees and.conversion from one

mea$[€ to another. petnition o]trigoriomJttic functions with the help of unit circle' Truth of the

identity sin2x + oos2x = l, for all x. signs oftrigonometrio funotions snd sketch oftheir graphs.

Expressing sin(x+y) and cos(x+y) in terms of sinx, siny' cosx & cosy'

Identities related to .in zrq Js 1*' tan 2x, sin 3x; oos ix and tan 3x' General solution of

riJoiot.ui" 
"q*tions 

ofthe type sinO = sino, oos0 = ooso and tan0 - tanc '

Limit and ContinuitY
lffi,,,a C""tl..ity Lf functions of two variables. Partial differentiation' Change of variables'

partial derivation unA aiferc;iliiiilty of .eafvatueA functions of fivo variables' Schwartz's and

Vo*g'rfn"o."t.statementsoftnverseandimplicitfunctiontheoremsandapplications'
Euler's theorem on rro,nogeiro* n nctions' Tayior's theorem for functions oftwo variables'

Jaoobins.
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Permutetions & Combinations:

Fundarnental princrple of counting, Factorial n(n!) Perrnutations and combinations, derivation of
formulae and-their connections, Ji-ple applications. Pigeon-hole principle, inclusion-exclusion

principle.

Fundamental theorem of aritfumetic, divisibility in Z, congruences, Chinese Remainder Theorem'

Euler's O- firnction, primitive roots.

Groups, subgroups, normal subgloups, quotient groups, homomorphisms, cyclic groups'

per---utation groups, Cayley's theorem, class equations, Sylow theorems'

irings, ideals, prime and maximal ideals, quotient rings, unique factorization domain, principal

ideal domain, Euclidean domain.

Numerical Analysis:

Numerical solutions of algebraic equations, Method of iteration and Newton-Raphson method,

nut Li .onn".gence, Sohition of systems of linear algebraic equations ugine 
-_Gaus1 

elimination

and Gauss-Seilel methods, Finiti differences, Lagrange, Hermite and spline interpolation'

Numerical differentiation and integration, Numerical solutions of ODEs using Picard' Euler'

modified Euler and Runge-Kutta methods.

Number Theory
ffrJ"irm 

"fgfrithm, 
The greatest common divisor, least comrnon multiple, The Euctlean

"togitnto, 
rrt"biophantine Jquati on u + b! = c hime numbers and their distribution' The

funiamental theore-m of arithmctio, Basic properties of congxuences, Linear congruences'

Special divisibility tests.

Mathematical Reasoning:

Mathematically acceptable statements. connecting words/phrases<onsolidating the

*A.rttu"diog'of "if ;d only if (necessary and suffioient) condition'', " im-plies", *and/or",

"*piiJ ty'l "*a';, "of', tn"r" exists' anA furei. use through variety of exampfes ltaTf to reat

life'and Mathematics , Validating the statements involving the connecting words' differenoe

between contradiction, oonverse and contapositive'

Statistics:

Measure of dispersion: mean deviation, variance and standard deviation of ungrouped/grouped

Aata enatysis oi frequency dishibutions with equal means but different variances'

Probability:

Random experiments: outcomes' sample spaces( set representation)' Events: Occunence of

.r*t ,:""ti .and, & .or' eventg exhLaustivi wents,-mutually exclusive events. Axiomatic (set

theoretic) probability, connections with the theories of earlier classes'

Probabilityofaneven!probabilityof.'not,,]and,&.or'events'Multiplicationtheoremon
il;1td,. ionditionai probability, independent events, total probability, Baye's. theorem'

Random variable and its probabitity aistriuution, mean and variance of haphazard variable'

n*;a independent @emoulli) trials and Binomial distibution' Sample space' discreto



Drobabiliry. independent events, Bayes theorem, Random variables and diseibution ftnctions

["iG.ti'*O rirftivariate); expectation and moments, Independe_nt randonr-l9abl3,.marginal

and conditional distibutions. bnu.*toi.ti. functions. Probability inequalities (Tchebyshef,

t,t*ton, Jensen). Modes of convergence, weak and stong laws of large numbers, Cental Limit

theorems .

Linear Programming Problem:

Inboduction, definition of related terminology such as constraints, objectives frrnction'

optimizatiorl different types of linear programming (L.P) problems, mathematical 
^formrrlation

oi t.P p.obiems, gpphical method oi rolution for problems in two variables, feasible and

iof.""iti. regions, ieasiUte ana infeasible solutions, optimal feasible solutions (up to tlree non-

nivial constrains)
statics: Basic notation, Newton Laws of motion' system of two forces, parallelogram law of

forces, resultant of two collinear forces, resolution of forces, moment ofa force, couple, theorem

on moments of a oouple, coplaner forces, resultant of three ooplanar concurrent forces, theorem

of resolved parts, resultant of two forces acting on a rigid body, Varignon's theorem, generalized

theorem of moments.

Equilibrium

Equilibrium of two ooncunent forces, equilibrium condition for any number of coplanar

concunent forces, Lami's theorem. x, - p theorem, theorems of moments, resultant of a force and

a copule. Equilibrium conditions for coplanar non-concurrent forces'

Dynamics:-fti"ti"" 
of a particle with constant acceleration , acceleration of falling bodies, motion under

gunity, -otio" of a body projected verti,cally upward, motion of a two particles connected by a

fo"g, iooti* aong a smooth inclined plane, constrained motion along a smooth inclined plane'

V*ii6fe ur..f.*tiJn: Simple harmonic motiol, elastic sting. cgrvilinear- in a plane, Defrnition

"a;;i";iry 
and acceleration , Projectile, motion in a circle, motion uoder constaints, cental

force motion
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